
6 The Kennedy administration

Individualistic institutions and networks

By late 1962, the prevailing informal institutions governing relations

between the principal actors in policymaking within the White House

were significantly more individualistic than was the case in the Kremlin.

This individualism was played over the ground bass of hierarchical

organisation, including the powers of the presidency, departments of

state, the civil service and the armed forces.

However, individualism was a permanent feature neither of the White

House nor of Kennedy’s period there. Under Eisenhower, the National

SecurityCouncil was a highly hierarchical structure (Bowie, 2001;George,

1980; Neustadt, 1990 [1980, 1960]). Kennedy found the Eisenhower

National Security Council system too formal and bureaucratic, preferring

somethingmuch looser (George, 1980; Sorensen, 2001). By the time of his

presidency, ‘Kennedy thought in terms of people, rather than structure or

organisation’ (Dallek, 2003, 307).

In 1961, the decision-making that led to the Bay of Pigs fiasco is widely

thought to have emerged from enclaving in the policymaking group. The

Bay of Pigs decision was one of the case studies against which Janis’

(1982 [1972]) celebrated ‘groupthink’ model was developed: groupthink

is just one very particular type of enclaved small group process.1 Asking

himself, ‘How could I have been so stupid?’ (Dallek, 2003, 367),

Kennedy recognised that the decision-making process had been flawed,

and deliberately changed the structures and relations subsequently to

limit the degree of enclaving among his staff (e.g. Dallek, 368 ff.),2

although he neither sought nor realistically could have sought to mitigate

enclaving among some services and agencies. After the Bay of Pigs,

ExComm was an exception to Kennedy’s preferred pattern of bilateral

meetings with each of his departmental secretaries. Indeed, even cabinet

meetings were relatively uncommon (Dallek, 2003, 546).

Kennedy had originally recruited his cabinet members for their diver-

sity and overall mix. That implied rather weak ties between them in the
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first instance, although this quickly changed. Whereas Khrushchev

could simply summon people to work with him, Kennedy had to negoti-

ate to get the team he wanted. In some cases, such as McNamara’s, it

took some time. Some were recruited from the Republicans, to ensure

sufficient cross-party support for his administration. Others were closer

to his own views or represented factions in the Democratic party

(Dallek, 2003, 319–320). The CIA chief, John McCone, was a hardliner

and a Republican. Neither the National Security Adviser, McGeorge

Bundy (despite his Republican background) nor Defense Secretary

Robert McNamara was consistently bellicose.3 Some advisers were

chosen in the hope that they would offer competing advice. For example,

Kennedy specifically asked Richard Neustadt not to work with Clark

Clifford (Dallek, 2003, 307). On the other hand, fluidity of brief and

role was expected for key staff from the beginning of the administration.

A core group of advisers including Sorensen, O’Brien, O’Donnell,

Powers and Salinger had worked for Kennedy either in congress or

through the election campaign. In government, they were expected to

work on almost any issue. Even this group were less than intimate friends

of the president (Dallek, 2003). Only his brother Robert, controversially

brought in as attorney-general, could be said to be an intimate of John

Kennedy (Dallek, 2003, 470–471).

By 1962, leading members of Kennedy’s cabinet had consolidated

positions of much greater independent authority, despite their obvious

dependence upon the president, than any Soviet Praesidium member

could hope for. ExComm discussions show, as one would expect, appro-

priate following of polite formalities, such as calling John Kennedy

‘Mr President’, asking his permission to speak when he chaired meet-

ings, and avoiding interrupting him. Yet there was none of the fearful

deference that characterised Praesidium meetings. Only rarely did

Kennedy use ExComm, or indeed his cabinet generally during this

period, simply to approve decisions already made. At least in the missile

crisis (unlike over Vietnam, a topic for which the set of networks, and the

congressional, military and departmental politics were very different:

Halberstam, 1992 [1969]), there is little evidence of systematic falsifica-

tion of information provided to the White House, even by the military.

As in any policy process, information submitted to the White House was

selective, limited and filtered by many interested parties. Nevertheless,

over Cuba, the administration limited incentives for civil servants and

military staff to withhold vital information. Indeed, the Joint Chiefs

placed some weight in their advice to ExComm and the president on

the limits to the capacity of air power alone to destroy all the known

missiles in Cuba, thinking wrongly that this would strengthen the case
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for ground invasion when it helped to swing the civilians against imme-

diate military action. Here was an important case where truth was told

selectively, but it was at least told, and the president’s questions were

answered truthfully if not always fully.

With the partial exception of the Joint Chiefs, for much of the

crisis, ExComm members felt free to range over issues far from their

briefs, allowing competition while remaining broadly collegial (cf.

George, 1980, 211–213). McNamara’s constant attention to the foreign

policy risks that might flow from the aggressive military responses

advocated by the Joint Chiefs, and General LeMay in particular, seems

to have aggravated his conflict with them. LeMay and some of the other

military leaders felt that the Defense Secretary should, by reasons of role,

have backed their preference for air strikes followed quickly by invasion.

Likewise, the Treasury Secretary, Douglas Dillon, and especially the

attorney-general, Robert Kennedy, offered arguments ranging far beyond

their specific roles, even on details of military operational risks.

Role fluidity and competition in seeking to convince the president was

most uncomfortable for the Secretary of State, Dean Rusk. He thought

it would have been proper for him to summarise the group’s conclusions

and present them privately to the president, rather than for Kennedy

to hear their advocates in their own voices (May and Zelikow, 2002

[2001]). Kennedy would never allow Rusk the greater difference in

status and role from his colleagues that Rusk would have liked.

Greatest scope for independent initiative during the crisis was

arguably given to the president’s brother, Robert Kennedy. His (1968)

memoir of the crisis, dictated at a time (1967) when he was seeking

election, probably exaggerated the extent of that independent authority

in his brother’s administration. Nevertheless, two private meetings with

Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin at the height of the crisis were entrusted to

him (e.g. Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 252–253; Kennedy, 1968, 66–

68). Robert Kennedy’s opening words to the ambassador at the second

meeting supposedly framed the crisis as a direct result of the Soviet

leader’s actions that had damaged the personal relationship of trust (as

if there were or could have been one) between John Kennedy and Nikita

Sergeevich Khrushchev.

In 1961, the Kennedy brothers had developed a deliberate strategy

of developing personal links to the Soviet leadership. This bypassed

formal summitry, ambassadorial relations or formal diplomatic commu-

nications between Kremlin and White House in favour of back channels

or intermediaries thought to have Khrushchev’s ear. Throughout

Kennedy’s presidency and through the various Berlin and other crises,

the Kennedy brothers had cultivated both Khrushchev’s son-in-law,
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Aleksei Adzhubei, and the Washington-based GRU officer acting as a

TASS reporter, Georgi Bolshakov. They met with them both from time

to time, hoping for inside information about Khrushchev’s thinking or

manoeuvring among the Kremlin élite. On other occasions, both the

Kennedys and Khrushchev had to be content with Bolshakov passing

information through journalists sympathetic to the Kennedys. However,

information was not always passed back to Moscow from these contacts

(e.g. Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 248–250). This may reflect the general

problem already discussed of weak incentives to give full and candid

information in a Soviet system characterised by a significant streak of

isolate ordering. ExComm transcripts show that information received

through back channels not created deliberately by the Kennedys would

also be taken seriously. This was the case in the hint about the outlines

of a deal made by KGB rezident in Washington, Aleksandr Feklisov, to

the journalist, John Scali, who relayed the information to the State

Department (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 163–165).

The Kennedy White House exhibited sufficiently flexible institutions

that the president could act as an institutional innovator in ways that

would have been costlier and more difficult for Khrushchev in the

Kremlin. For, with the important partial exception of the military chiefs

(and even in that area, he was able to appoint Maxwell Taylor to chair

the Joint Chiefs), Kennedy could appoint his advisers dependent on

him, whose authority had to be earned both within the executive and

with him. This enabled him to trust more people in both deliberative

and decision-making roles than Khrushchev could trust among the

Praesidium members. Thus, he was able to see value in innovating

with formal institutions – such as the formal creation of ExComm on

22 and 23 October – in ways that would have had few advantages for

Khrushchev.

ExComm went through several phases. Sharp disagreements

between advocates of the principal options for the US response –

diplomatic negotiation, blockade with negotiations, blockade without

negotiations, ‘surgical’ air strikes, and air strikes followed by invasion –

initially dominated. However, the only clear and stable faction was a

somewhat enclaved group of military chiefs committed to invasion and

the overthrow of the Castro régime in favour of a pro-American Cuban

government (McKeown, 2001). Several leading figures changed their

recommendation. Rusk and Robert Kennedy both changed their views,

albeit at different points during the thirteen days. As early as Friday,

19 October, Robert Kennedy turned against attack without warning as

incompatible with US traditions and too redolent of Pearl Harbor.

When ExComm divided to develop rival proposals, initially on
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Saturday, the 20th, this was done artificially by way of the formation of

working groups, not all of whose members were necessarily committed

to the option they were charged with working up into a plan. The

division between hawks and doves – categories which appear to have

emerged for the first time during the ExComm debates over the Cuban

crisis – had more or less solidified by Saturday, the 20th. However,

again with the exception of a military enclave supported by some of the

Republican congressional opposition, members were attracted to hawk

and dove positions for very different reasons, not from shared principle.

At no point did all the members agree. Even after Khrushchev agreed

on Saturday, 27 October, to withdraw the missiles, LeMay and many

of the military chiefs still wanted to invade.

Saturday, 27 October, produced the greatest tension between

individualistic and hierarchical elements in the hybrid White House

(Welch and Blight, 1987–8). Kennedy worked hard to persuade his

advisers of the case for agreeing to withdraw the Jupiter missiles from

Turkey to secure Soviet retreat from Cuba. He argued that many people

would regard it as not unfair or unreasonable, and that holding out

risked escalation from incidents in theatre. He sought to persuade them,

feeling the need for consensus. Yet he was also perhaps using them as

a sounding board for his arguments, persuading himself and developing

his own commitment. Few of his advisers were convinced, although

after a while Robert Kennedy made a reasonable and dutiful show of

supporting him. When JFK absented himself, Robert Kennedy took the

president’s place in arguing for the ‘trade’. The advisers had no qualms

about contradicting their boss. Bundy recalled no rancour in the

exchanges of that day (Blight and Welch, 1989; Bundy and Blight,

1987–8, 31). Certainly, there were as many sharp disagreements among

hawks and among doves as between those two loose clusters.

Nevertheless, when the more individualistic process of debate among

ExComm members, treated as ritual equals in the interaction order,

failed to produce the agreement that Kennedy wanted, he finally took

the decision himself. Significantly for the ritual ordering, the final deci-

sion agreeing to withdraw the Jupiters was not actually taken in the

ExComm meeting in the Cabinet Room but in the Oval Office, in a

more informal gathering with a few selected individuals most trusted by

the president (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 279; Stern, 2005, 186).

ExComm members were not told in the formal group of the decision

to send Robert Kennedy to meet Dobrynin privately. As the crisis

seemed to be moving out of control, with the shooting down of the

U-2 and the possibility that the White House would be under huge

pressure to authorise military action, Kennedy made the decisions on
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his presidential authority alone. Moreover, more personalised methods

were chosen for implementing the decision, using Robert Kennedy to

meet privately with the Soviet ambassador. Both in the round-table

ritual order of ExComm deliberations in the Cabinet Room and in the

informal order of the closest colleagues in the Oval Office on Saturday,

the 27th, we see hybridity in institutional ordering. One was not

more hierarchical or more individualistic than the other. But between

the two rooms, decision-making processes differed, and relationships

too differed. Presidential authority was deliberately restrained in the

Cabinet Room, but not so in the Oval Office. Again, the cohesion of

the governing group of secretaries differed between the full ExComm in

session and the select and informally defined group. The role of consen-

sus in committee was much less significant in the Oval Office. In exactly

the same way, implementation differed between formal written commu-

nication drafted in ExComm and private oral communication by the

president’s brother authorised from within the Oval Office.

The overall process was indeed, as in one sense Allison’s and Zelikow’s

(1999 [1971]) model III recognises, one of competitive positioning among

players with some degree of independence. There was no bargaining, but

there was individualism. The individualism that we should expect in US

government between president and cabinet members is better modelled as

being akin to a patron–client system than a bargaining system. Bargaining

would only be expected in the US political system when the informal

institutions of presidential authority had been rather seriously eroded, or

else in the very early stages of a presidency when the chief executive is still

recruiting cabinet members. The president was the dominant individual

in this individualistic ordering, upon whose patronage the ExComm

members were personally dependent. This was shown in the final decision

to offer eventual but quiet removal of the missiles from Turkey, against his

advisers’ urging – indeed, without many of them knowing.

Recognising clearly the limits of his effective authority, the president

talked with Robert Kennedy of the possibility of his facing formal sanc-

tions, even to the point of impeachment, that might follow upon some

courses of action. He had to work with formal institutions which granted

powers to others – not least those which allowed General Thomas Power

to set a higher level of alert for the SAC and which gave the Joint Chiefs

privileges in the policy process. In managing these formal institutions,

Kennedy had to use his powers of individualistic patronage, especially

in appointing General Maxwell Taylor as chair of the Joint Chiefs.

Yet relationships between formal and the informal institutions were

much less polarised than was the case in the Khrushchev régime. Back

channels were used to fill out and complement (type 6 relationship
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between formal and informal institutions, in the terms used in Table 3.1)

what could be achieved through formal communications. Informal

groups of the closest advisers were used as a last resort when consensus

in the wider ExComm was unavailable, or when, even if some consensus

could be found, it ran contrary to the president’s own preferences, as

on 27 October, when most ExComm members wanted to reject the

Turkish missile ‘trade’. Robert Kennedy’s informal talks with Dobrynin

were an extension of the individualistic organisation using informal insti-

tutions to reinforce the authority and credibility of formal ones. When

Troyanovsky received Dobrynin’s report and relayed it to the Praesid-

ium, even though it indicated the possibility of presidential vulnerability

to pressure by the US military and to loss of control in theatre, it also

underlined to Khrushchev John Kennedy’s personal determination on

his core demands.

Much important deliberation inevitably took place outside and

between the meetings, but without undermining or replacing ExComm’s

deliberative role. Many other briefing materials and memos were pro-

duced which did not go through ExComm, but the White House made

extraordinary efforts to secure sight of as many as possible of the key

departmental ones, to ensure that information for deliberation was

centred on the president. That task was made easier by the secrecy rules

that limited access to information to a small group of officials in each

agency and department, especially before the presidential broadcast on

the 22nd. Rather, ExComm was used to filter potentially unwelcome

demands from individuals and cliques, and control them. ExComm

members had to bring arguments and disagreements from their other

conversations into the room. As it was meant to, this clearly frustrated

the hard-line military chiefs, and especially LeMay, who wanted more

separate meetings with the president; but it also limited Rusk’s aspir-

ations for his role as Secretary of State.

Ritual forms: meetings, conversations and rituals

of decision; communication

ExComm debates during the crisis (May and Zelikow, 2002 [2001])

have become famous in the political science and leadership literatures.

The legend emphasises the president’s commitment to open and fearless

exchange, his questioning and probing style (Grint, 2005), his willing-

ness to let his advisers debate for long periods, and his insistence on

thinking through consequences fairly. In legend, meetings were marked

by free and informal exchange without deference or efforts to tell the

president what people thought he wanted to hear, and for debating
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events and information as they happened without being tied rigidly to an

agenda. These things, to the extent that the transcripts can bear out the

legend, are indicators of the kind of ritual order in meetings that is

characteristic of individualistic organisation.

Naturally, legend exaggerates, because that is what legends do and are

supposed to do. ExComm meetings were not without structure or

agenda. There was significant social regulation, as well as considerable

scope for weakening it. The thirteen days show a fairly consistent rhythm

of meetings beginning typically at or around 10 am, allowing participants

time to gather necessary information and briefings from their home

departments beforehand. Meetings would adjourn later, and often be

reconvened at 4, 5 or 6 pm; on a few occasions (Thursday, the 18th,

and Saturday, the 27th, for example), there were late evening meetings

as well.

Typically, meetings began with a more or less formal briefing from one

of the principal advisers or officials. Near the beginning of the Tuesday,

the 16th meeting, Rusk provided the main opening briefing; that

evening, Defense Secretary McNamara presented an initial review of

options. Rusk again led on Thursday, the 18th. On Saturday, the 20th, it

was the turn of the CIA, and the role was given to Ray Cline, deputy

director of intelligence, a non-member. By Monday, the 22nd, ahead of

his broadcast to the nation, the president himself gave the opening

briefing to structure discussion. On Wednesday, the 24th, the CIA chief,

McCone, presented the opening briefing. However, there was much less

formality in response, no consistent pattern in who questioned the

briefer first except when the president himself was in the room and

therefore asked the first questions. No one but the president sought to

force discussion to preset agenda items, except where a prior decision

had been made that required the group to complete a particular task in

order. For example, there were points when Sorensen had to be provided

with enough material to draft a speech or a letter for the president.

The series of briefings gave the ritual order something of the rhythm of

a sequence of sales pitches from rival merchants, as in the ritual form of

the fair.

After the briefings, most interventions were short and pithy, with the

occasional exception of Rusk, who, and especially in the earlier meetings

before he appeared to learn the ritual code, sometimes spoke at length

and formally. Criticism of proposals was delivered typically without

rancour or blame, but in the spirit of fierce competition to persuade

the president of a preferred course.

Informality was, however, the prevailing tenor of the debate. Reveal-

ingly, only Rusk was quite often addressed in ExComm discussions
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by his formal mode of address, as ‘Mr Secretary’ (May and Zelikow

(2002 [2001], liv). This made him one of the few members other than

the Joint Chiefs addressed by his role title rather than by his first name or

even, as in the cases of Bundy, McNamara, Sorensen and Robert

Kennedy, by the abbreviated familiar form of the first name.

Absence of rancour is important in examining the ritual production

of emotion in ExComm. Whereas in the Kremlin, isolate ordering

cultivated alternating phases of resignation and rage in Khrushchev

and deferential acceptance or sullen acquiescence from his colleagues,

the emotional tenor in the ExComm meetings was much more even,

although presidential meetings with the Joint Chiefs were rather differ-

ent. For example, at one point in a meeting with the Joint Chiefs alone,

on Friday, the 19th, General LeMay tartly told the president, ‘You’re in

a pretty bad fix.’ Kennedy replied, ‘You’re in there with me. [Slight

laughter, a bit forced] Personally’ (Naftali and Zelikow, 2002 [2001],

588; cf. Stern, 2003, 126). Furious that the president was leaning

towards blockade, Army Chief of Staff General Earle G. Wheeler

remarked to his colleagues within the tape recorder’s range but after

the end of the Saturday, the 20th, meeting, ‘I never thought I’d live to see

the day when I would want to go to war’ (May and Zelikow, 2002 [2001],

117 and 137). There no such bitterness in full ExComm meetings.

There were, though, moments of great fear and great excitement. The

transcripts show the alarm under which deliberations were conducted,

especially after Thursday, the 25th. Fear briefly gave the president deep

pause at the moment when everything might spiral out of control as a

result of a confrontation at sea. Excitement and relief pervaded the room

when the information was received that some of the major Soviet ships

had stalled. These emotions were generated by external events and

amplified in the ritual process (cf. Collins, 2004). As we should expect

in a fairly individualistic context, they were soon channelled in the course

of less emotionally effervescent work. Instead, the principal emotion

produced was the one that perhaps mattered most, given the adminis-

tration’s overriding objective. This was the feeling of commitment to the

decision made by the president in the light of the groups’ deliberations.

Emotional commitment to the blockade decision was never fully

granted by the enclaved group of military chiefs, with the significant

exception of Taylor. Throughout, Taylor was sceptical of the invasion

proposal. LeMay had given ExComm evidence that the Air Force could

not guarantee the destruction of all the missiles in a first strike. By the

end of the Saturday, the 20th, meeting, Taylor recognised that, in the

minds of the civilian leaders, this was not the argument for comprehen-

sive air strikes and invasion that the Joint Chiefs thought it should be.
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Rather, the civilians regarded it as an argument for not using air strikes

at all unless all other options had been exhausted (McKeown, 2001).

Most important, though, was that the ritual process running through

the debates in ExComm had the underlying structure of extended

exchange between the advisers, and to a lesser degree between the

organisational arms of the executive. McNamara, at Defense, operated

more individualistically than might have been expected in relation to his

military chiefs, with whom he had the profoundest disagreements over

strategy. As he would later do for President Johnson, Rusk changed his

position as he sensed the shifting mood of the president, perhaps some-

what ahead of the preferences of his under-secretaries; he was perhaps

less responsive to departmental views at the State Department itself.

Ritually, for each proposal, counter-proposals were offered, and risks

and even ‘prices’ calculated in terms of potential losses and opportunity

costs. ExComm did not proceed by the kind of ritual order appropriate,

for example, to an analytical modelling exercise (McKeown, 2001,

arguing against Allison and Zelikow, 1999 [1971]).

The Kennedy administration took much greater care over drafting its

written communications with the Soviets than did Khrushchev when

dictating to a stenographer. Some drafts were written in competition

between different groups of ExComm members. All were discussed at

length, with each individual parading their own position in turn, as in

a kind of fair. By contrast with the long, ranting, circuitous, quirky,

hectoring, reproachful and even bitter style of Khrushchev, Kennedy’s

letters were agreed by the team. Those to UN acting Secretary-General

U Thant (appended in Kennedy, 1968) and Khrushchev alike were

short, crisp, sharply determined but largely free from general condem-

nation of their Soviet opponents. The letters were, moreover, largely

uninterested in attributing motivations to the Soviets or Cubans, and

more interested in explaining the USA’s own reasons for action (cf. the

letter of 25 October). These letters showed less interest in the super-

powers’ relative prestige than in specific outcomes vis-à-vis the missiles.

Only after the crisis had abated and attention shifted to implementation

of the accords and the Castro régime’s refusal to accept them, did the

rhetorical style of Kennedy’s letters to Khrushchev change to something

more extended and reproachful (e.g. that of 6 November in Chang and

Kornbluh, 1998).

The reason for Kennedy’s choice of tone and style is that, whereas

Khrushchev, concerned about prestige, hoped to ‘box in’ Kennedy, the

US president wanted to leave his opponent with an exit route; for that

purpose, a rhetoric of humiliation would have been self-defeating. In

short, being specific and instrumental in rhetorical tone and style served
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the administration’s sequentially ordered, specific and instrumental

objectives. Generality, emphasis on blame and prestige in Khrushchev’s

rhetorical style flowed from and served his less sequentially ordered

relationships between reasons and goals as well as his goals. Under

individualistic institutions, particularity, practicality and demonstrating

firmness of purpose is much more important than prestige, whereas the

converse is true in isolate life.

Individualistic political judgement: reasons and goals

The relationship between reasons for action and goals in the strategies

adopted by the Kennedy administration was much more straightforward

and ordered than was the case for Khrushchev. The overriding priorities

for the president, shared by all but the military top brass, were, in order

of importance:

(1) avoiding general war, which was assumed to be likely to escalate into

a nuclear exchange;

(2) removing Soviet medium-rangemissiles fromCuba; in consequence,

they had to find a way that the Soviet leadership could accept

withdrawal without general humiliation;

(3) demonstrating to Khrushchev and the Soviet régime that the

Americans were determined not to be bullied, thereby reversing

the impression that Kennedy feared Khrushchev might have gained

at the 1961 Vienna summit;

(4) by these means, if at all possible, demonstrating to potentially

critical domestic opinion that the administration had secured the

best available outcome for the USA; and

(5) if possible, demonstrating to Western Europe and Turkey that the

USA would not withdraw its support for them and so threaten

the general security just to protect its own position.

Like Khrushchev, the American president had multiple reasons for

his actions. Unlike the Soviet leader, these reasons did not point in

different directions, in the conditions that transpired. Maintaining goal

consistency is always conditional upon facts, opponents’ strategy and

circumstances. Had the Soviets succeeded in installing and making the

missiles operational before detection, it might have been much more

difficult for Kennedy to sustain the consistency of these objectives.

Moreover, because US objectives were more instrumental, problem-

oriented and defensive, consistency was easier to achieve.

Ideally, perhaps Kennedy might have wanted to see the end of the

Castro régime. Yet at no point in the ExComm transcripts did he
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suggest that he saw the crisis as an opportunity to justify an invasion for

that purpose. Certainly, at least some of the military chiefs around

LeMay and Wheeler saw it in just that way. Had Khrushchev not

accepted the terms for withdrawal on the Saturday, the 28th, we cannot

know whether Kennedy would have ordered air strikes and invasion

(the question has been much debated: Bernstein, 1980; Garthoff, 1988;

Scott and Smith, 1994). To do so would certainly have risked general

war. The USA did not know that the Soviets had tactical nuclear

weapons in Cuba, although they may have presumed that there were

some (Coleman, 2007). It is not difficult to think of invasion scenarios

in which they would have been used, perhaps despite Moscow’s insist-

ence on its own authorisation being needed.

His preparedness, had Khrushchev not climbed down, to have Cordier

ask U Thant publicly to propose mutual withdrawal of missiles from

Cuba and Turkey as the basis for a settlement suggests that Kennedy

might have been prepared to compromise the fourth consideration, had

he been forced to do so, by agreeing publicly to the withdrawal of the

Jupiter missiles which he had conceded in private (Bernstein, 1980;

Lipson, 1991; Nash, 1997).

Further showing the consistency of the preference schedule, the

fourth ranked goal was arguably the one with which Kennedy did indeed

take the greatest risks, to pursue those ranked higher. For the Joint

Chiefs, Republican opponents, Democratic congressional critics and

Cuban exiles, the blockade was insufficiently tough. In November,

Kennedy would resist Soviet demands for an explicit non-invasion

pledge and a written promise of the Turkish withdrawal, and he would

extend the removal demand to the Il-28 bombers. This toughening of

the administration’s policy in November may have been driven partly by

domestic political imperatives.

The most important factor effectively enabling the Kennedy adminis-

tration to maintain conditions in which its reasons for action could

remain consistent with its goals, however, was the less sequentially

ordered relationship between Khrushchev’s reasons for action and his

goals, which led to his retreat.

Several plausible accounts can be given of the factors that weighed

most with Kennedy by Monday, the 22nd, in choosing blockade without

negotiation. We lack information about the president’s own reflections

away from ExComm that would enable us to choose between these

factors. However, no plausible account makes ExComm a cipher. Nor

could it have been a simple coincidence that by the end of the Saturday,

the 20th, meeting, General Maxwell Taylor had recognised that he and

his fellow military chiefs were failing to convince the civilians of the case
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for attack and that Kennedy moved significantly that weekend towards

choosing blockade but without negotiations.

The decision to blockade did not emerge from a bargain, based on any

quid pro quo. Rather, it was an option accepted by a loose coalition of

people who each, for different reasons, otherwise would have liked

perhaps to have taken harder and softer action. They could unite around

it, even if they could not enthusiastically embrace it. It was not the safest

option,4 nor did it conform closely with international law. But, if escal-

ation risk could be controlled, it foreclosed fewer future options than

other decisions might have. Escalation to air strikes or invasion remained

available, should the blockade and political pressure on the Soviets not

suffice to bring about their retreat. The blockade’s justification was

pragmatic, not principled, even if Robert Kennedy could make prin-

cipled objections to the option of a surprise air attack.

The choice of the blockade, then, reflects a style of political judgement

shaped by individualistic institutions. It reflected limited goals, instru-

mentality, avoiding foreclosing options, and trying to preserve condi-

tions under which relationships between reasons and goals can remain

sequentially ordered, and it emerged from an effort to sustain consensus

in the civilian part of the administration as long as possible.

Deception and bluff were, as we have seen, at the core of Khrushchev’s

improvisatory strategy in his repeatedly brinkmanship. The Kennedy

administration engaged in deception too. Perhaps the least serious

example was the decision not to reveal its discovery of the missile sites

for almost a week until it had decided how to respond. Much the most

serious, however, was the cover-up of the withdrawal of the Jupiter

missiles. That deception was sustained for years, only being revealed

towards the end of the 1960s, principally in Robert Kennedy’s memoir

dictated shortly before his assassination. The issue here is not whether

the lie was morally any different from Khrushchev’s lies. Rather, it is

whether the form, character and organisation of the deception involved

in the cover-up exhibit fundamental differences in judgement style

from Khrushchev’s.

There are indeed critical contrasts, not in morality of deception, but in

strategy. Kennedy’s general policy towards the Soviet Union was not

based on deceit. Indeed, in not contradictingMcNamara’s andGilpatric’s

public admissions that the USA had more missiles than the USSR,

contrary to his own presidential campaign slogan about the ‘missile

gap’, Kennedy abandoned a deception-based nuclear policy. Moreover,

the cover-up was not a gambler’s bluff with an opponent, as Khrushchev’s

lies were. It was aimed at the domestic audience and at the NATO allies,

not at the antagonist state. The cover-up was the USA’s own part in a deal
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with the Soviets that effectively gave it the upper hand, and where its

antagonist was entirely privy to the truth. Kennedy’s lie was strategic and

bargaining-based; Khrushchev’s Micawberish lies formed part of a strat-

egy of imposition, not bargaining. In the manner of their lies, the two

governments replicated their own informal social and political organisa-

tion as significantly institutionally individualistic and isolate respectively.

Risk stance in the domain of losses

Prospect theorists such as Haas (2001) are correct that the Kennedy

administration was operating in the domain of losses. The administration

had, for example, blundered its way into the crisis, and faced significant

criticism in the USA itself. To the extent that, during the crisis week, all

three governments (and the rest of the world) faced the real possibility of

nuclear destruction, the prospective domain of losses was very deep for

them all.

Perhaps at least as important as the prospect of losses from the deci-

sion at hand was the administration’s experience over the previous year

and a half. The administration’s civil defence legislation was unpopular

and even subject to some ridicule at home. Kennedy faced increasingly

sharp criticism from major African-American organisations for failing to

support civil rights – in particular, for not supporting the Freedom

Riders convincingly. Several major pieces of legislation had been lost in

Congress. The administration had incurred the fury of business interests

by facing down the steel companies over counter-inflationary pay deals:

there were allegations of statism and worse (Dallek, 2003). Internation-

ally, Khrushchev had been seen to snub the American president at the

1961 Vienna summit; the domestic press had described it as a ‘disaster’

for Kennedy. The Berlin crisis had passed off without military incident;

but it had only subsided without real resolution. Talks on Berlin between

Rusk and Gromyko had led nowhere. De Gaulle’s France was no more

helpful in NATO to Kennedy than it had been to Eisenhower. In Laos,

despite major efforts, nothing had been achieved, and the administration

was no nearer to understanding just how critical the country was either

to Moscow or Beijing. The growing commitment to the corrupt,

unpopular and ineffective Diem government in South Vietnam was

causing disquiet in the press. The pretence could not long have been

sustained that the USA was not leading the fight against the Viet Cong.

The Soviet Union had defied the American president’s initiative by

resuming nuclear testing and refusing to sign a test ban treaty.

Cuban policy problems were merely the capstone upon the edifice of

Kennedy’s policy losses by late 1962. Shortly after coming into office,
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Kennedy had authorised the military to help the Cuban exiles attempt

an invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. The USA had armed and trained

them, and provided transport. Kennedy had decided not to provide

air cover or any further backup for them, so that Castro’s army was

relatively easily able to defeat, kill and capture them, without the Cuban

revolutionary state facing a major threat. For Kennedy, it had been a

political as well as a military disaster and one that he felt keenly and

bitterly. It affected his mood and self-image for a long time. Even after

this, little else in Kennedy’s Cuban subsequent policy had been success-

ful. The president could surely only be thankful that the absurdities and

failures of the sabotage programme, Operation Mongoose, were still

secret. Soviet deployment of nuclear missiles in Cuba rendered the

American president’s position particularly weak, and his credibility for

determined and effective response to Soviet pressure was at a particu-

larly low ebb (Dallek, 2003, 328–534). He admitted to Robert Kennedy

that should he fail to convince domestic opinion of the toughness of his

response, he could have faced impeachment.

So far, the prospect theory account captures something important.

But not much further. Kennedy was certainly not operating so deeply in

the domain of losses as Khrushchev was. Even the remote possibility of

successful impeachment hardly represented a ‘precipice behind’ him

of the order of magnitude that Khrushchev faced. In October 1962,

Kennedy had no reason to expect assassination for his Cuban policy.

Whatever the change in coverage of the US mainland afforded by

the Cuban deployment, the quantitative missile gap hugely favoured

the USA. So did the technological advantage in speed of action. The

Kennedy administration was fairly sure that the Soviets understood this,

even if Khrushchev had to deny it in public. One reason that Kennedy

may have devoted such close attention during the thirteen days to the

tightest control over local military action that might trigger conflict may

have been a probably reasonable belief that the USA could, with some

effort, achieve greater control over risks generated by its forces than

could Moscow. Moscow’s communications with Pliyev’s forces, the

submarines, their shipping in the Atlantic and, above all, the Cuban

military were much weaker. More fundamentally, difficult as congres-

sional pressure was, Kennedy’s democratic mandate and the division of

powers also provided him with a margin of domestic credibility that

reinforced his room for manoeuvre; there was no analogue in the Soviet

Union. Finally, if all else failed, Kennedy had a fallback position that he

could, albeit with difficulty, have sustained with some credibility. Even

the Cordier manoeuvre, had it been needed, need not have been cata-

strophic: there was still time before the election to retrieve the domestic
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political damage that it would have brought about. Khrushchev had no

fallback. As ExComm discussed at length, the Turkish generals would

certainly have felt badly let down. Yet the Jupiter missiles were obsolete,

easy and immobile targets, and few in number, and a comparable

nuclear umbrella could be extended fairly quickly from US submarines

in the eastern Mediterranean. Probably, other assets could have been

offered to mollify the Turks. Moreover, as Kennedy himself pointedly

reminded ExComm, many people in the rest of the world would prob-

ably have seen the withdrawal of the Cuban and Turkish forward deploy-

ments as a fair deal.

The Kennedy administration was therefore less constrained and less

deeply in the domain of losses than the Soviet government. Kennedy

had resources to conserve and options that he could keep open. Once

Khrushchev’s government had committed missiles to Cuba, its polit-

ical options were already drastically limited. Hence a more cautious

strategy was entirely to be expected from the American administration.

Khrushchev appears not to have anticipated that accepting the missiles

as a fait accompli was, as the president’s remark to his brother that he

would likely have faced impeachment reminds us, probably, politically,

the riskiest strategy open to the Kennedy administration. As an impro-

vising isolate concerned with general prestige rather than with more

specific goals, he was anyway less focused upon anticipation than his

American antagonists. Moreover, like the Kennedy administration in

the opposite direction, Khrushchev assumed his opponents to be in a

similar institutional context to his own.

Prospect theory argues that in the domain of losses, people will take

great risks. If Kennedy was less deeply in that domain than Khrushchev,

presumably he should be expected to take lower risks. Yet the blockade

option was by no means a low-risk one. It was merely differently risky.

It postponed the need to face some of the greatest risks. It allowed time

for communication without formal negotiation. That carried domestic

political risks. It transferred direct control of other risks to the Navy and

Air Force. ExComm monitored developments at sea with close atten-

tion. Its members appreciated that the Soviet leader’s decision to run the

blockade and to treat any boarding as an act of war, and their own

decision to ask the Navy to try to surface Soviet submarines, could lead

at any time to skirmishes which might escalate beyond control. More

fundamentally, though, prospect theory cannot help us to predict just

which risks people in the domain of losses might run, of all those

available. The present theory predicts that they will choose ones that

maintain greatest recognition for their own social organisation. Thus, an

individualistically ordered government should prefer to run risks that
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enable it, should they pay off, to operate in the manner that it best

understands. This was indeed the great merit of the blockade. It created

both time for general bargaining and a focus for particular bargains over

particular ships that would open up a more fundamental conversation

with the Soviet leadership about the missiles. Choosing risks that keep

open opportunities for bargaining is precisely what the theory expects

under individualistic institutions.

Having won the presidential election of 1960 by the narrowest of

margins against Richard Milhouse Nixon and without solid loyalty

from Democrats, Kennedy had to hold together his fragile political

coalition. He had detached some Republicans (Bundy, McCone, Dillon)

to serve in his administration; they had only personal loyalty to him. By

October 1962, Kennedy was concerned with his own re-election pros-

pects. He hinted to his dwindling numbers of African-American sup-

porters that only when re-elected would he feel sufficiently emboldened

to tackle civil rights. Were domestic electoral considerations on his mind

in the decisions in the Cuban crisis? The question is usually asked, with

the implication that, if they were, this would have been improper or

ignoble. But that is neither true nor the reason for asking it here. It is silly

to complain of politicians in democracies that they take account of what

the public generally and their own supporters in particular will accept

(Hurd, 1979, 35–36), whether in foreign policy matters or anything else.

The issue is important only here in explaining the judgement style

exhibited in the Cuban crisis.

Paterson and Brophy (1986) argue that the November congressional

elections were a key consideration, pointing to Treasury Secretary Dillon’s

note to White House speechwriter Ted Sorensen on 18 October pointing

out the risk of Republican domination of the House in November if the

administration were perceived to have been insufficiently tough on the

Soviets and Cubans. These authors admit that the Democrats were not

doing especially badly before the Cuban crisis, a fact which might have

made the congressional elections a slightly less salient issue. Brugioni

(1991 [1990], 456) points out that on the 27th, at the height of the crisis,

Kennedy was sufficiently concerned about Richard Nixon’s guberna-

torial campaign for California to talk about it with Nelson Rockefeller,

governor of New York. Nowhere in the ExComm transcripts does either

the president or his brother, the attorney-general, refer directly to electoral

considerations. Some commentators conclude from this that Kennedy

was able and willing to insulate his Cuban policy from his re-election

strategy, and perhaps even willing to risk electoral unpopularity, if he

had to. Prior to the decision to establish the blockade, domestic political

considerations were rarely referred to. Yet domestic politics generally, even
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if not framed in narrowly re-electoral terms, certainly did enter into the

discussions (Weisbrot, 2001). ExComm did discuss the limited extent to

which the government could practically protect civilians in the southern

and coastline cities from attack, should hostilities break out. This suggests

that Kennedy was far from convinced that any initial popularity of military

action would be sustained, should war break out, and should he not be

seen to have taken all reasonable efforts to avoid it. Domestic political

considerations explicitly entered ExComm debates about the general

American perception of the threat represented by the missiles. Kennedy’s

arguments against his advisers on Saturday, the 27th, in favour of agreeing

to withdraw the Jupiter missiles from Turkey have prominence in one

consideration in particular. He pointed out thatmany people would regard

a deal onmissile withdrawal from countries adjacent to each superpower as

fair and reasonable. Kennedy pointed out that it would seem especially

reasonable to European allies, who had had to live with a nearby Soviet

threat for many years. But it would bewrong to think that public opinion in

the European allies was the principal category of popular sentiment

that Kennedy had in mind. It seems likely that he was also exploring his

understanding of domestic responses.

The Cordier manoeuvre was a fallback only to be used should the

crisis have continued into the following week. Because Khrushchev

agreed to withdraw the missiles on Sunday, 28 October, the text was

never used (Blight and Welch, 1989). Presumably, Kennedy calculated

that it would have seemed better in US public opinion for the president

to accept such a proposal from the UN than to be seen to propose it as a

concession extracted under Soviet pressure, so conceding the impotence

of the blockade.

More generally, Kennedy’s decisions during the crisis exhibited cau-

tion, not risk-seeing; he sought to avoid foreclosing options. This likely

reflected his judgement of what US public opinion would come, later on,

to regard more highly than the military action that might have been

popular in some quarters, in late October. That ExComm gave limited

time to talking about domestic considerations is not especially surpris-

ing, given the urgency of the situation: it was a crisis executive not a

political committee. At any rate, domestic considerations in favour of

blockade or communication by letter did not contradict foreign and

military ones, or threaten the consistency of reasons and goals or the

ordering of the preference schedule.

We expect an individualistic organisation to cultivate a more

anticipatory style of coming to judgement than would isolate ordering.

Khrushchev seems to have asked far fewer detailed questions of a pro-

spective rather than a retrospective kind about the military operations in
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the Atlantic and the Caribbean than did Kennedy. Although for the most

part, the American president did not seek to micro-manage the military

operations, he asked hard questions about the disposition of fighter and

bomber aircraft on US airfields, about the rules of engagement at sea,

about the discretion given to front-line officers, and about the likely

chances of success of air strikes. By contrast, Khrushchev had to be

persuaded by an alarmed Mikoyan to give time at a Praesidium meeting

to Admiral Gorshkov to inform them of the risks facing Soviet submar-

ines in the Caribbean. But the questions were Mikoyan’s, not the

chairman’s. On being told of the shooting down of the U-2 over Cuba,

Khrushchev demanded an explanation and fumed a little in retrospect,

but in general he allowed Malinovsky and the military to run Operation

Anadyr without detailed questioning or unasked-for decision-making

from him at every stage. He was provided with a steady stream of reports

and was consulted on key issues such as the terms of engagement. Once

at the height of the crisis, Khrushchev took the initiative to clarify those

terms in respect of reserving the authority to fire nuclear weapons, but,

for the most part, his relationship with the military during the crisis was

much less intrusive than was Kennedy’s. We know of no occasion when

Khrushchev or any senior civilian authorised to act for him overrode

military chiefs in the way that McNamara felt that he had to with

Admiral Anderson (McNamara in Blight and Welch, 1989, 63–64;

Dallek, 2003, 562–563, citing various sources). Khrushchev felt no need

aggressively to assert against his top brass civilian control of decisions

aboutmilitary escalation in theatre. Since bothKennedy andKhrushchev

had seen action in the Second World War, these differences do not

reflect personal experience, although Kennedy’s disillusion with the

US military was certainly deeper than any that Khrushchev felt from

time to time with his own generals. By contrast, in the Castro revolu-

tionary régime, the distinction between civilian and military leadership

was not heavily marked. Castro and his comrades had several years’

recent experience of low-level guerrilla conflict and a few months of

outright confrontation with Batista’s forces in 1958. His national

army and militia had achieved victory at the Bay of Pigs in 1961 over

CIA-backed exiles, whom Kennedy had denied direct US air support.

This experience gave Castro confidence in October 1962 that he could

take direct charge of the island’s defences against possible US air attack

and invasion.

Perhaps the most fundamental point about Kennedy’s and

McNamara’s framing of losses in the missile crisis is made by Craig

(1998, 152–162). In opposition and during his presidential campaign,

Kennedy had been critical of Eisenhower’s absolute commitment to
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inflexibility in nuclear doctrine. Eisenhower had refused to consider

arguments from within his own administration for what would come to

be called ‘flexible response’. He insisted that escalation from small,

regional wars to general war would be rapid and uncontrollable,

rendering ‘flexibility’ meaningless. Kennedy and McNamara inherited

contingency plans for the use of nuclear weapons which assumed

that the USA would quickly move to all-out nuclear attack on the

Soviet Union, with the aim of complete destruction. Eisenhower

adopted this with the aim trying to avoid nuclear war, by ensuring

that the US plans could only mean that any use would be so damaging

as to be unthinkable. In his first year and a half in office, McNamara

had worked assiduously to try to get his department to produce con-

tingency plans and a nuclear doctrine of flexibility. Yet, faced with

the immediate threat of nuclear war in October 1962, in substance,

Kennedy and McNamara entirely abandoned any idea of flexible

response. Instead, they focused on avoiding general war, fearing pre-

cisely as Eisenhower had that any use of nuclear weapons, however

modest, would quickly lead to unstoppable escalation. ‘Flexible

response’ had been envisaged as a strategy to enable control and

bargaining – one model of individualistic organisation in crises. Aban-

doning it did not mean abandoning individualism. On the contrary,

Kennedy and McNamara abandoned it because they felt that it had

failed the instrumental test: it did not in practice open up the space for

bargaining and flexibility they wanted.

Strategy under individualistic institutions

Strategy for the Kennedy administration, and in particular for ExComm

over the thirteen days, involved anticipating possible consequences of

actions and antagonists’ possible responses. Goals remained sequentially

ordered in relation to reasons for action, a condition maintained as

scrupulously under individualistic organisation as circumstances permit.

But all the options carried risks, differing mainly in the scope they

opened up before the worst harms might arise. The administration

developed a reasonably sequentially ordered preference schedule, down

which it could move if compelled.

Certainly, there were limits to the extent and quality of anticipation

in ExComm. True, the sophistication of political contingency planning

carried out in ExComm was limited by comparison with the modelling

exercises of later decades of the Cold War (McKeown, 2001). Argu-

ably, ExComm should have anticipated the blockade’s effects on

American assets, even if they could hardly be criticised for failing to
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anticipate Soviet responses. For example, Garthoff (1989, 69–70)

points out that very little thought had been given to the plight of

American registered ships already within the exclusion zone at the time

of the announcement. Polmar and Gresham (2006) argue that, after

the 4 September presidential statement, the decision not to authorise

further U-2 flights over Cuba reflected a major failure in anticipation.

Nevertheless, strategic anticipation was a central task for discussion,

repeatedly returned to, and given particular importance by the president

himself.

The contrast between ExComm’s commitment to anticipation and

the Kremlin’s more resilience-based approach in the Kremlin is very

marked. It is theoretically important, because some scholars argue that

anticipation should be expected to be found in hierarchical, and resilience-

based approaches found in individualistic, contexts (e.g. Wildavsky,

1988). The argument in Chapter 3 implies that this is mistaken. There

are good reasons for people who must behave instrumentally, who

must work in either bargaining or in patron–client organisations, or

who operate in competitive environments to engage in fairly extensive

anticipation. By contrast, isolates, who cannot rely on their anticipa-

tions being practically useful, for whom opportunities and constraints

alike are imposed on them with limited power themselves to control

them, will find little value for anticipation. Equally, people in enclaved

organisations, whose principles commit them to certain courses, come

what may, have little need for it.5

Indeed, under hierarchical institutions, it is considered simply

unacceptable to treat some possibilities outside the approved zone with

cool calculation of risks and costs, and purely instrumental anticipation.

For example, Robert Kennedy argued that a surprise air attack on Cuba

as advocated by General LeMay would be tantamount to the USA

perpetrating the kind of crime that Japanese Prime Minister Tojo had

ordered from Admiral Yamamoto at Pearl Harbor in 1941 and that it

was incompatible with US traditions. The argument was framed in ways

that appealed to hierarchical strands in the institutional hybrid in the

administration.

Category formation and anomaly management

Framing Soviet demands

A key problem for the Kennedy administration from the discovery of

missiles was to find appropriate framing and categories for such a major

anomaly in their understanding of US–Soviet relations.
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The president was baffled about Soviet motives and therefore about

how to frame and categorise the nature of the Soviet démarche. On

Tuesday, the 16th, in a meeting with his closest advisers, Kennedy

said:

After all, Khrushchev demonstrated a sense of caution over Laos, Berlin, he’s
been cautious. (May and Zelikow, 2002 [2001], 67; Stern, 2003, 86)

A little later in the same meeting, he admitted (p. 69):

Well, it’s a goddamn mystery to me. I don’t know enough about the Soviet
Union, but if anybody can tell me any other time since the Berlin blockade
[1947–8] where the Russians have given us so clear a provocation, I don’t know
when it’s been. Because they’ve been awfully cautious, really.6

The US response to the anomaly on Monday, the 22nd, was, in terms of

the theoretical menu of ways of dealing with anomalies and monsters set

out in Chapter 3, a complicated one. The core demand was for removal,

which, had it been backed by huge force, would have suggested one of

simple ‘monster barring’. However, it would be too quick an analysis to

suggest that this was the principal form of the response. For when Vice

President Lyndon Johnson on 16 October advocated monster barring

with all-out attack as soon as the military chiefs could present a feasible

plan (May and Zelikow, 2002 [2001], 46–47), the Kennedy brothers

immediately reacted by trying to broaden the range of options, to out-

flank the vice president’s case. By the time the blockade had emerged as

the favoured option, Kennedy and his advisers had accepted that it

would not be enough to secure the missiles’ removal. By Saturday, the

27th, Kennedy appeared to be hinting that he might have to make

concessions to secure their removal, and this can best be understood as

a form of ‘monster adjustment’. Above all, his view was that if the

Soviets were given to understand that the only line for retreat was one

of humiliation, then they would be much less likely to take it, or, at any

rate, if they were forced to take it, the next crisis would only be much

more serious. In this sense, Kennedy was if anything more determined

than many of his advisers, with the possible exception of McNamara, to

avoid a response of simple monster barring. For this reason, he was

willing to be patient for the several months after the October crisis that

it required to ensure the completion of the agreement. The military

chiefs were most determined to attempt monster barring by forcibly

destroying the missile installations, even risking war. They also wanted

to combine it with a measure of monster exploitation within the adminis-

tration in taking the opportunity to advocate the invasion of Cuba and

the overthrowing of the Castro régime.
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Only one aspect of the strategy finally adopted showed any element

of monster exploitation by Kennedy and his civilian advisers. This

hardening of the policy stance, after Khrushchev’s second letter of

27 October, signalled to Khrushchev their firmness of resolve and refusal

to accept bullying. It contained more adjustment than appears at sight,

with secondary elements of exploitation to demonstrate determination.

Monster-barring was only a subsidiary element. This is consistent with

the general hypothesis that the administration’s own informal institu-

tional ordering was a ground bass of hierarchy with an overlaid melody

of individualism, and enclave only in the hard-line elements. There was

no part of the Kennedy administration’s response that exhibited monster

acceptance in the isolate register, as Khrushchev hoped, and as he had

had to show in relation to US bases.

By Monday, the 22nd, Kennedy had set his administration to walk a

tightrope. They had to engage in monster adjustment but to present it to

the world as monster barring. They had to convince Khrushchev for the

future that its strategy represented monster adjustment only in minor

and subaltern aspects of what was a generally monster-barring strategy.

By contrast, Khrushchev was effectively strongly constrained by the

end of the crisis simply to accept the anomaly of his own withdrawal

of missiles from Cuba under the glare of publicity. Yet the American

withdrawal of missiles from Turkey had to be done by secret agreement

that would be declared void if the Soviets made it public. This left

another anomaly: the Soviet régime had failed to challenge the US

classification of forward deployments of Soviet medium-range missiles

in Cuba as ‘offensive’, yet it still tried to classify its own forward deploy-

ments of American medium-range missiles, albeit of obsolete design, in

Turkey as ‘defensive’.

Khrushchev’s framing of this issue after the October crisis was not

entirely one of resigned acceptance. Rather it was resentful acceptance,

provisionally, until some new opportunity might arise. Prevented from

publicly announcing the US concession over the Jupiter missiles in

Turkey, Khrushchev’s domestic grandstanding effectively reflected a

mix of acceptance and adjustment. He claimed that the overall strategic

balance was improving by the securing of Cuba against invasion,

but dressed his acceptance and climbdown as successful avoidance of

general war.

Categorising issue linkage

For most of the crisis, Kennedy’s advisers thought constantly about issue

linkage, but always as something they expected the Soviet Union to
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attempt to impose upon them, not as something which the USA could

itself seek to impose. The most that Kennedy tried to do was to limit the

tightness of the issue linkage pressed upon him by the Soviet leader.

Thus, he imposed a secrecy clause backed with a threat of denial and

voiding of the agreement if the Soviets made the Turkish missile with-

drawal public. Only after the October crisis had abated did he feel able to

contemplate attempting issue linkages of his own with Khrushchev.

This requires no particularly sophisticated explanation. The Cuban

deployment was a Soviet démarche; having to respond, the USA had

no very obvious other issues with which it could readily insist upon

linkage. Had the Kennedy administration tried to counter the Cuban

deployment with threats elsewhere in the world, either they would not

have been credible and effective in securing Soviet withdrawal (e.g. in

South-East Asia) or they could only have been made credible by the use

of force that would have risked general war. Nor could the USA hope to

use Khrushchev’s climbdown over Cuba as an opportunity to add many

extra or unrelated demands, without making a solution even more

difficult. Kennedy’s recognition that he had to allow Khrushchev an

exit route was inconsistent with any attempt to impose issue linkage

on the Soviets.

In the week after discovery, ExComm devoted time to speculating

about whether and how far Khrushchev would attempt to link a settle-

ment in Cuba with US retreat over Berlin. Later in the second week, the

central issue was Soviet linkage with demands for withdrawal of the

Turkish missiles. As we shall see below, the particular manner in which

these possibilities for issue linkage were framed in the ExComm

debates was especially reflective of its underlying informal individual-

istic institutional character.

Under individualistic institutions, we expect issue linkage, even

when imposed by antagonists, to be framed as a competitive process,

open for negotiation. The possibility that the Cuban deployment might

be an attempt to engage in issue linkage was explored from the time of

discovery. A fortnight before the discovery, Kennedy called a meeting,

for 29 September, about relations with Soviet Union generally, with

two former ambassadors to Moscow, Charles Bohlen and Llewellyn

Thompson. By the end of September, the conventional military

buildup in Cuba was public knowledge and already the subject of

some US-Soviet confrontation. At this meeting, Kennedy identified

possible links between the Soviet military buildup in Cuba and the

state of the ongoing Berlin crisis. The president focused as much on

Khrushchev’s most recent letter making minatory noises about Berlin

as on the circumstances on the ground in Cuba. His own framing was
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principally to think about how far the Kremlin might or might not

anticipate the US reaction, presuming that the other side engaged in

issue linkage with as much anticipation as the US administration

reasoned about its decisions. However, the categories used were vague

and general:

They must know that it [military buildup in Cuba] . . . I thought that one reason
why they [unclear] Berlin because we’d take a reprisal against Cuba . . . they want
to make that as difficult as possible. (May and Zelikow, 2001 [2001], 23–24)

Well, why would they build up Cuba? Why would . . . I mean he must . . . if he
calculates correctly, he must realise that what’s happened in Cuba this summer
makes it much more difficult for us to accept any, to engage ourselves now to
have a deal over Berlin. (25–26)

When Kennedy put the question a second time, Bohlen answered that he

doubted that the issue linkage in Kremlin thinking between Cuba and

Berlin was particularly close or strategic.7

Once photographic intelligence became available on Tuesday, 16

October, and the president was informed, a first meeting of advisers

was convened at 11.50 am. Rusk first introduced categories that

become central to the Kennedy administration’s framing of the

possibility of issue linkage. These were the terms, ‘bargaining’ and

‘trading’. Interestingly and prophetically, he introduced these terms

in making a suggestion that the USA should find ways to communicate

to Castro that the Soviets were using Cuba as a counter in a larger game

of exchange and that this would lead to a Soviet betrayal of Cuba.

He borrowed the terms from a piece of newspaper reporting and

speculative commentary:

You saw the [New York] Times story yesterday morning that high Soviet officials
were saying ‘We’ll trade Cuba for Berlin.’ (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 405)

However, Rusk also had other kinds of framing for possible issue linkage,

borrowed from the intelligence community rather than the media:

Mr President, about why the Soviets are doing this, Mr [John] McCone [CIA
Director] suggested some weeks ago that one thing Mr Khrushchev may have in
mind is that he knows that we have substantial nuclear superiority, but he also
knows we don’t really live under fear of his nuclear weapons to the extent that he
has to live under fear of ours.
Also, we have nuclear weapons nearby, in Turkey and places like that. (Naftali

and Zelikow, 2001, 410)

Rusk’s remark pointed to the strategic balance rationale, but also sug-

gested that the nature of the issue linkage might not be so much one of

bargaining as of balancing immediacy of countervailing threats.
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Returning to the question of linkage with Berlin, Rusk showed that his

categories were not yet fully consistent, for he advised the president

as follows:

For the first time, I’m beginning really to wonder whether maybeMr Khrushchev
is entirely rational about Berlin [acting UN Secretary-General] U Thant has
talked about his ‘obsession’ with it. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 411)8

Lack of rationality, if Rusk meant the attribution literally, was hardly

consistent with a ‘trading’ strategy. The Secretary of State then immedi-

ately appeared to return to assuming Khrushchev to be rational, but he

introduced an alternative framing, using a category of issue linkage as

decoy and distraction for military action in a second theatre:

But they may be thinking that they can either bargain Berlin and Cuba against
each other, or that they can provoke us into some kind of action in Cuba which
would give an umbrella for them to take action with respect to Berlin. In other
words, like the Suez-Hungary combination [in 1956]. If they could provoke us
into action, then the world would be confused and they would have what they
consider to be justification for making a move somewhere else. (Naftali and
Zelikow, 2001, 411)

The decoy framing of issue linkage later dropped out of the ExComm

debates, when no evidence appeared of Soviet mobilisation in the

European or other theatres of Cold War conflict.

National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy seemed to change the

‘bargaining’ category in his intervention at the same meeting when

he suggested that Berlin and Cuba were asymmetrically weighted. In

his view, bargaining would threaten the cohesiveness of the NATO

alliance. He referred to

the certainty that the Germans would feel that we were jeopardising Berlin
because of our concern over Cuba. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 412)

As the meeting on 16 October proceeded, the possibility implicit in

Bundy’s thought that any issue linkage with Berlin might be retaliatory

and military in character, rather than strategic and diplomatically

bargained, began to worry the president. By the 6.30 pm meeting that

evening, he began to think through the consequences of a US air strike

in Cuba, which now appeared unlikely to destroy all the warheads. He

speculated:

Then they just begin to build up those air bases there, and then put more and
more. I suppose they really. . . Then they start getting ready to squeeze us in
Berlin. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 441)
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This raised the possibility of counter-blockade in West Berlin. In turn

this occupied some discussion in subsequent days, when the blockade

option came to be explored.

Later on the sameday, 16October, the StateDepartment again began to

firm up the category of ‘trading’. This time, Under-Secretary George Ball

took the framing further. He first moved the concept of the bargaining into

the arena of ‘gaming’, by chaining it to theword ‘ploy’. Speaking about how

Khrushchevmight have intended to operate at the forthcomingNovember

meeting at the UN, Ball offered the following speculation. The second

sentence quoted below asserted the category of trading very forcefully,

treating it as if it were a fully defined diplomatic technical term:

Or possibly [Khrushchev will] use it to trade something in Berlin, saying he’ll
disarm Cuba if we’ll yield some of our interests in Berlin and some arrangement
for it. I mean that – it’s a trading ploy. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 451)

Kennedy was not immediately convinced, as his subsequent ‘goddamn

mystery to me’ (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 458) statement showed.

When the advisers reconvened on Thursday, the 18th, two of them

returned the president to the possibility of retaliatory issue linkage

rather than ‘trading’ concessions. Former Ambassador Thompson sug-

gested the risk that air strikes against missiles in Cubawould bematched

by Soviet air strikes against American Jupiter sites in Turkey. The under-

secretary at the Department of State for political affairs, U. Alexis

Johnson, pointed out the risk that a US blockade of Cuba would be the

subject of a ‘counter’ (again, a gaming category), which would be a

Soviet blockade of West Berlin like that of 1947–8 (Naftali and Zelikow,

2001, 534).

A further major step in the firming up of the category of ‘trading’

occurred in the Thursday, the 18th, meeting when for the first time the

notion of a ‘price’ was introduced. The term was first used by

McNamara when he opened up some previously unconsidered risks with

the option of air strikes:

mcnamara : . . . And therefore the question really is, are we willing to pay some
kind of substantial price to eliminate these missiles? I think the price is going
to be high. It may be worth paying to eliminate the missiles. But I think we
must assume it’s going to be high – the very least it will be will be to remove
the missiles in Italy and Turkey. I doubt we could settle [the problem] for
that.

dillon : Well, I think they’ll take Berlin. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 539)

After some brief circuiting of other issues, President Kennedy remarked,

The point is, he’s probably going to grab Berlin anyway.
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to which Under-Secretary Alexis Johnson, surprisingly, responded,

We pay that price.9 (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 539)

By this stage, then, the two forms of ‘bargaining’ framing of issue

linkage had been united by the introduction of the concept of a ‘price’.

One is strategic and oriented to the diplomatic settlement by mutual

concession both to withdraw forward deployment of missiles. The other

treats issue linkage as retaliatory action by way of blockade or invasion

of West Berlin for blockade or invasion of Cuba. Category formation

for issue linkage is effectively complete. For the remainder of that

meeting, McNamara continues to emphasise the term ‘price’, ritually

and rhetorically impressing the fixity of the category among the

ExComm members.

Interestingly, the president did not immediately adopt the language of

price in his own thinking about the risks of retaliation in Berlin. In his

dictated note of that evening, he described the possibility of Soviet

blockade or invasion of Berlin as a ‘reprisal’ (Naftali and Zelikow,

2001, 576). Instead, he began to the use the alternative framing of a

game (building on the earlier use of ‘ploy’), rather than a transaction,

when describing Bundy’s advice (at this stage, still a few days from the

height of the crisis; Bundy changed his mind subsequently) for caution

before action, as follows:

He [Bundy] felt we would be better off to merely take note of the existence of
these missiles, and to wait until the crunch comes in Berlin, and not play what he
thought might be the Soviet game. (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 577)

Indeed, ExComm remained focused on Berlin as a possible principal

Soviet objective of the Cuban deployment for some days (e.g. Gribkov

and Smith, 1994, 97–116).

For present purposes, we need not trace the use of gaming, trading and

bargaining languages for categorising issue linkage so closely over the days

following Thursday, the 18th, for by then the category formation and

fixing process was complete. Thereafter, they were used as if they were

entirely straightforward and obvious in meaning, even in briefing congres-

sional leaders on the 22nd. We need only ‘fast forward’ to the debates on

Saturday, the 27th, the last day of the crisis before the climbdown.

Kennedy was by then insisting on the only part of the issue linkage he

felt able to risk, namely the secrecy of his concession over the agreement

to withdraw the Jupiter missiles from Turkey. Examining a draft letter that

could be sent to Khrushchev, he summarised the issue before him.

I think we’ve got two questions. One is, do we want to have these conversations
go on about Turkey and these other matters while there’s a sort of standstill in
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Cuba. Or do we want to say that we won’t talk about Turkey and these other
matters until they’ve settled the Cuban crisis. I think these are two separate
positions.10

And I don’t think we’re going to get there. They are not going to announce
that [once] they have taken a public position. Obviously, they’re not going to
settle the Cuban question until they get some compensation on Cuba.11

Thatbeing true, I think thebestpositionnow,withhimandpublicly, is tosaywe’re
glad to discuss this matter [Turkey] and this whole question of verification, and all
the rest once we get a positive indication that they have ceased their work in Cuba.
Otherwise, what we’re really saying is: we won’t discuss Turkey until they settle

Cuba. And I think that he will come then come back and say that the United
States has refused his offer. Now I don’t think that is as good a position as saying
that we’d be glad to discuss his offer, if we can get a standstill in Cuba. Because
that puts us in a much stronger position because most people will think his offer
is rather reasonable. (Stern, 2003, 316; Zelikow and May, 2001, 397–8)

And later,

alexis johnson : The only question I would like to raise about that is it really
injects Turkey as a quid pro quo for. . .

bundy : That’s my worry about it.

president kennedy : No, but negotiations. . .12The point is thatwe are not in a
position today tomake a trade: that is number one.Andwewon’t be.The trade
may bemade in three or four days. I don’t know.We have to wait and see what
the Turks say. (Zelikow and May, 2001, 399)

By now, the language had solidified into a use of the word ‘trade’ as a

clear economic as well as a diplomatic analogue, and it is found associated

with such terms as ‘offer’ and ‘compensation’.

Khrushchev, by contrast, did not think of possible issue linkages with

the Berlin crisis and the missiles in Turkey in these ‘trading’ terms at

all. Rather, he treated them inconsistently, opportunistically and late,

without determination or any clear conception of ‘price’ or ‘compen-

sation’ attached. The Kennedy administration had spent some of its time

over the thirteen days developing categories and frames that led it to

misperceive Khrushchev’s understandings of any links. It did so, not on

the basis of but actually in the absence of any concrete intelligence about

Soviet military deployments in Germany or near the Black Sea that might

have even hinted that the Kremlin was thinking in terms of ‘trade’ or

‘price’ or even ‘reprisal’ at all. Moreover, it did so more than ten days

in advance of Khrushchev’s late, opportunistic second letter, raising

the possibility of an agreed mutual missile withdrawal. For Khrushchev,

even a secret US agreement to withdraw the missiles from Turkey was

a welcome bonus and a consolation for use in domestic damage

limitation.
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Why could ExComm so quickly and so readily have firmed up these

categories and frames for issue linkage either of trade, price and com-

pensation or else of ploys and games, almost completing their formation

in three days from receiving the photographic evidence?

The answer proposed here is that ExComm members were painting

their own fairly informal institutions onto the face of the external

problem. In Durkheim and Mauss’ (1963 [1902–3]) terms, the classi-

fication of issue linkage came to replicate the classification of the people

involved. A significantly individualistically organised cluster of people

were engaged in debate, using a ritual form of presenting rival sales

pitches and arguing by objection sequentially to sets of options that

were not always strictly alternatives (Anderson, 1983) rather than

themselves haggling. They were subject to a patron–client relation of

dependency on the president.

The present theory proposes that people operating under a particular

set of institutions (here, individualistic ones) will find the full repertoire of

thought styles sufficiently cultivated in them in latent form that, with the

appropriate cueing, the relevant categories may be elicited. It is not

necessary for tropes of trading and bargaining to become salient among

people working under individualistic institutions that the particular

model explaining their own behaviour with one another be one of bar-

gaining and trading. For any model – in this case, a patron–client one –

which realises individualistic institutions will cultivate a wider set of

latent categories for that set of institutions.

This process sustained the kinds of emotions required to achieve

commitment to an option that could be accepted, as in a bargaining

process by parties for different reasons, even if none achieved all that

they might have preferred. The very process by which they discussed

among themselves itself elicited the analogy about how their antagonists

might be framing their démarche as a ‘ploy’ in the same kind of bargain-

ing in the hope of a ‘trade’ in which they themselves were engaged to

‘settle’ upon an agreed action. The frames for issue linkage (other than

that of decoy) are summarised in Table 6.1.

That ExComm gravitated more strongly over the thirteen days

towards languages of transaction and that the framing of retaliation fell

away, only partly because there was by 27 October no objective evidence

for it, shows clearly the individualistic ordering of its judgement style.

In the ExComm transcripts, the issue linkages the USA might face are

seen as weakly regulated in the sense that they are expected to be at

Khrushchev’s discretion rather than by rule (for example, in inter-

national law), and weakly integrated in the sense that neither the pair

of Cuba and Turkey nor the pair of Cuba and Berlin is linked by any
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intrinsic connection other than the possibility of Soviet determination to

use them for their own strategic advantage. Weak regulation and weak

integration are both the observable institutional world and the assump-

tive world of individualism.

Offensive weapons and defensive purposes

Categories for understanding and framing the three anomalies of the

missile deployment, the Soviets’ reasons and goals for it, and the US

response to it were developed slowly and with difficulty over the thirteen

days. We can examine the transcripts, to identify the ritual process of

firming up categories and for its consistency with the institutional

signatures.

We begin with ExComm’s classification of the anomalous character of

the Soviet nuclear weapons. In particular, we examine the way that the

distinction between the notions of ‘offensive’ and ‘defensive’ weapons

was used.

There have long been various ways to try to draw a distinction

between the offensive and the defensive. The adjectives can be applied

to weapons systems; but more commonly they have described potential

uses of weapons systems and assets, capabilities, positions and strategies.

Indeed, efforts to distinguish between the offensive and the defensive in

military matters and to try to institutionalise them in norms and rules

governing international relations go back many centuries. Many people

today might believe that offensive action is presumptively less legitimate

than defensive, unless special circumstances obtain. But this has not

been true for very long. In many societies where military honour is

highly prized, offensive action is positively admired, at least among

warriors. In European absolutist times when military life was becoming

much more professionalised than previously, princes’ honour and glory

Table 6.1 Framing issue linkage in ExComm

Actor facing issue linkage

Imposition frames

Relationship with linker as. . .

Strategic: linker is

pursuing own gains

(markedly individualistic)

Retaliatory: linker is

pursuing other’s losses

(tending towards isolate)

Transaction: ‘price’, ‘trade’ Negotiation: linker is

pursuing own absolute

gains

Tariff: linker is pursuing our

absolute losses

Game: ‘ploy’, ‘move’ Competition: linker is

pursuing own relative

gains

Punishment: linker

is pursuing our relative

losses
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supported a high value being placed upon offensive action. In 1914,

French military doctrine put huge importance on the ‘cult of the offen-

sive’, embodied in Foch’s famous message at the First Battle of the

Marne: ‘Hard pressed on my right. My centre is yielding. Impossible

to manoeuvre. Situation excellent. I attack.’

After the Great War, efforts were made under the aegis of the League

of Nations to outlaw aggressive war and to deem legitimate only military

action in self-defence (Ter Borg, 1992). In the Paris negotiations, Lloyd

George tried to distinguish between offensive and defensive German

naval bases in the North Sea and the Baltic, hoping for demolition of

those which most alarmed Britain’s Admiralty: Clemenceau dismissed

the distinction as specious (MacMillan, 2001, 187).

President Kennedy’s application of these epithets to weapons in his

statement of 4 September and his broadcast of 22 October 1962 was

remarkable precisely because, with some notable exceptions, they had

not previously been attached to physical military assets.

One of those exceptions was World Disarmament Conference efforts

in Geneva in 1932. Many proposals put forward there distinguished

between offensive and defensive ‘capabilities’, but it was clear that

weapons systems were understood to be a key part of any individuated

‘capability’ (Ter Borg, 1992: the following discussion draws closely on

Ter Borg’s work). Previously, initiatives had been undertaken after the

Great War to address particular types of weapons, defined not as offen-

sive or defensive, but by their physical characteristics. A 1925 treaty, for

example, banned the use of chemical weapons, and other agreements

limited the tonnage of submarines and cruisers among signatory states.

The application of the offensive–defensive distinction to weapons

in the 1932 conference debates was described, to contrast it with

approaches focused on physical characteristics, as ‘the qualitative

approach’. Yet, in practice, to give content to the two categories of

offensive and defensive weapons, it proved necessary to use exemplar

weapons systems defined by their physical characteristics. It was simply

too difficult to specify clearly and unambiguously just which ‘capabilities’

were exclusively offensive or defensive. Ter Borg (1992, 149) notes that

‘the bomber aircraft and the heavy tank’ were of particular concern. He

quotes Liddell Hart’s reply to the obvious counter-argument that no

weapon is intrinsically offensive or defensive, save as those who use it

intend or actually use it in their strategy:

The point of the qualitative principle is not that certain weapons are in
themselves more offensive than others, but that they alone make it possible
under modern conditions to make a decisive offensive against a neighbouring
country. [It was] beside the point to argue that the country that is defending itself
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needs such weapons to eject an invader, for abolition of these weapons would
help the defender far more than the invader. (Liddell Hart, 1965, quoted by Ter
Borg, 1992, 149)

The conference was an abject failure in its set goal, principally because

Hitler’s Germany, the country which the participants most wanted to

constrain, was the country least willing to be constrained. Clausewitzian

arguments that attack is often the best form of defence were soon made

in Geneva (Ter Borg, 1992, 154). However, technical difficulties in

turning ‘the qualitative approach’ into a clear criterion were recognised

quickly. Still, brave advocates of ‘non-provocative defence’ in 1932

persisted in the hope that it might eventually be operationalised. Rec-

ognising that offensiveness and defensiveness were matters of degree

and relationship with strategy, they hoped to capture the thought that

some weapons were ‘particularly suited’ to offensive action (Ter Borg,

1992, 153). By the 1960s, the definitional problem was that the rela-

tionship was unstable between physical characteristics and the possible

purposes or strategies for which a weapon might be used. Some advo-

cates of the qualitative approach (Ter Borg, 1992, 155) argued that

there were intrinsic physical characteristics of weapons enabling them to

be used with surprise that would support very rapid mobility. But this

led nowhere. Moreover, technical innovation quickly circumvented

some of the categories considered by the delegates. Pocket battleships

were already Germany’s response to the tonnage restrictions. The

impossibility of defining a ‘bomber’ aircraft left it wide open for military

aviation engineers and designers to introduce craft that would escape

any criterion offered. Interestingly, Levy (1984, 225–226) notes that the

USA had in 1932 already declared that, in its view, the distinction could

not be applied to navies.

Under Truman in the late 1940s, the USA made efforts to prevent

some weapons systems coming under the control of the South Korean

president, Syngman Rhee. The term ‘offensive weapons’ may have

been used then to characterise those which the USA preferred that

Rhee should not possess. It was used in the secondary literature on the

early years of the Korean conflict (e.g. Stueck, 1973). But the weapons

refused were tanks, ships and planes, not nuclear assets. Truman’s

administration was concerned about Rhee’s ambitions for invasion,

not for nuclear attack on Pyongyang, the capital of North Korea. Nor

was the issue of whether the weapons denied were ‘offensive’ critical

to the issue. Similarly, the Eisenhower administration described as

‘offensive weapons’ the advanced conventional aircraft made available

to Jordan in 1957.13 Eisenhower did use the term on several occasions.

Before his presidency, in a 1947 speech, he used the term in passing.14
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More significantly, Eisenhower’s 1959 annual budget message to the

Congress included the following sentence:

The progress of the Soviets in long-range missiles and other offensive weapons,
together with their continuing rejection of a workable disarmament, compels us
to increase certain of our defense activities which we have only recently expanded
many fold.15

Overturning the US position in 1932 about navies, through the 1950s

the term ‘offensive weapon’ had come into popular journalistic use in the

USA, but it had no clear definition or criteria. By 1960 it was used to

describe, still very loosely, American nuclear weapons systems with

particular reference to intercontinental ones.16 In the 1950s, long-range

ballistic missiles had come routinely to be called ‘strategic’. Yet there was

still no consensus that the words ‘strategic’ and ‘offensive’, when applied

to missiles, were straightforwardly interchangeable even in American

parlance; Soviet doctrine continued to characterise only strategies as

offensive or defensive.

The missile crisis, however, presented circumstances where the

category cried out for a specific operational criterion, if anomalies

were to be contained. On 24 April 1962, a memo from Walt W. Rostow

to the Secretaries of State and Defense and the CIA director offered

‘possible lines of action’ in response to initiatives that might be taken by

the Cuban and Soviet régimes together in Cuba. One threat mentioned

was that of ‘an offensive base’; the memo noted that Soviet Foreign

Minister Andrei Gromyko had promised to forego such bases. The

memo then suggested that ‘an arms buildup’ could be treated as equiva-

lent to an ‘offensive base’. No explanation was given of this equivalence,

but Rostow apparently considered ‘extra-hemispheric military forces

emplaced in the western hemisphere’ to be inherently ‘offensive’ (Chang

and Kornbluh, 1998, 17).

An 8 August 1962 document from the Pentagon and the Joint

Chiefs (Chang and Kornbluh, 1998, 51) conceded that Cuban ‘military

capabilities’ ‘are oriented primarily toward defensive activities’ [emphasis

added]. However, the Joint Chiefs wrote that the fifty MIG fighters

‘could be used offensively against targets in Florida’ [emphasis added].

Capability at this stage still referred to possibilities of use. Those had to

be read in the context of intentions and prior events, not physical

characteristics. Interestingly, this sentence followed one setting out the

assumption that the USA had already attacked the aircraft. Therefore,

the Cubans and Soviets would presumably have regarded attempts to

use surviving Cuban MIGs against US bases in Florida from which they

were being attacked as ‘defensive’, unless the US air attack were already
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in response to unprovoked Cuban aggression. Read as a whole, however,

the document seemed to presume that the scenario under consideration

was a US invasion, not necessarily a response to unprovoked Cuban

attacks on US soil. It should be recalled that during this period,

Operation Mongoose was ongoing, sponsored by the CIA to support

terrorist activity within Cuba by assorted contras: presumably even the

USA would have considered Mongoose attacks to be offensive action, at

a low level.

Only in the 4 September presidential statement – which Kennedy

carefully repeated to Gromyko in his later meeting at the beginning of

the crisis – was the term, ‘offensive weapon’ introduced as a statement of

American policy on what would not be tolerated in Soviet military

support for Cuba.

Kennedy worked through the draft of that statement with his

advisers; the transcripts show the vocabulary developing. In one meet-

ing, McNamara and Bundy answered a question from Rusk about

whether the MIG fighters, for instance, were a ‘significant aggressive

addition’. Bundy remarked that ‘surface-to-surface missiles are the

turning point’ (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 21). McNamara, however,

thought offensiveness admitted of degrees (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001,

23). It was Rusk who offered the term ‘offensive capability’, to which

he added the term ‘offensive strength’ (Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 21).

The president suggested ‘substantial offensive capability’ (Naftali and

Zelikow, 2001, 26), provoking some discussion of what this might

mean. The participants accepted by the end of that day’s meetings that

they had not defined this term. Nor did they want to, for the purposes

of the statement, lest they foreclosed future options. Bundy declared

fighter aircraft and SAM anti-aircraft missiles to be really defensive.

Rusk asked whether it was necessary to specify ‘ground-to-ground’

missiles as interdicted (p. 29). The president returned to his preferred

phrase (p. 29), but soon asked his advisers to do more work on its

meaning (p. 33), before himself wondering whether the statement ought

to mention ‘surface-to-surface’ missiles (p. 40). Treasury Secretary

Dillon, who would become a hawk in the crisis, said that he did not

know what an offensive weapon was (p. 41): ‘Might say tanks are, but

I don’t know.’ No one offered him an answer. Rusk tried ‘weapons

normally associated with defence’, but no one took him up. Here are

the exact words of the statement finally issued (Naftali and Zelikow,

2001, 80):

There is no evidence of any organised combat force in Cuba from any Soviet bloc
country, of military bases provided to Russia, of a violation of the 1934 treaty
relating to Guantánamo, of the presence of offensive ground-to-ground missiles,
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or of other significant offensive capability either in Cuba hands or under Soviet
direction and guidance. Were it to be otherwise, the gravest issues would arise.

In answering questions after briefing congressional leaders before the

statement’s public release, Marshall Carter said that there was no evi-

dence of offensive weapons in Cuba, but there were motor torpedo boats:

the issue might turn on how they were used. Again, at this stage, physical

characteristics do not suffice to determine whether something is offensive.

However, General LeMay pronounced these too to be defensive (Naftali

and Zelikow, 2001, 57), without explaining his reasons. Carter replied to

Republican Senator Dirksen that the existing sites in Cuba were not

convertible into what Dirksen had called an ‘offensive facility’, presum-

ably meaning one suitable for launching ground-to-ground missiles.

Thus, the term was still attached as much to capabilities and facilities as

to weapons. When determining application, as in the case of motor

launches, the question was still sometimes thought to turn on use. The

suggestion was that the relevant use might be one that brought substantial

damage to the US mainland, but this was not made explicit.

A 19 September 1962 intelligence assessment continued to worry

about whether the Soviets would establish ‘an offensive base’ in Cuba

(Chang and Kornbluh, 1998, 72). It then turned to the nature of the

‘action’ envisaged as being ‘of a more “offensive” character’ (the quota-

tion marks around the focal term are in the original), before discussing a

series of particular types of weapons (cf. Gribkov and Smith, 1994, 111).

These were ‘light bombers, submarines, and additional types of surface-

to-surface missiles’. Quite why these were ‘more “offensive” ’ is not

stated. Again, it is not difficult to imagine their use both in defensive

counter-invasion operations and in retaliatory, perhaps ‘offensive’,

attacks on the US coastline. The sub-category of ‘surface-to-surface’

missiles came to have the ostensive force of an exemplar used ritually

by which to fix the larger category (Douglas, 1992a). Nonetheless, the

text was significant, for it recognised that offensiveness may be something

admitting of degrees. It also attached the concept to specific weapon

types rather than to general capabilities.

After the discovery of the sites, ExComm discussed the term’s meaning

on 18 October. Llewellyn Thompson envisaged the Soviets trying to argue

that themissiles inCubawere ‘much less offensive’ than the American ones

inTurkey because they had not been actually armedwithnuclearwarheads,

again suggesting that offensiveness admits of degrees. Rusk replied, begin-

ning now to fix the definition by inference from physical characteristics:

Well, that would be patently false on its face because of the nature of the weapons.
(Naftali and Zelikow, 2001, 534)
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The CIA intelligence briefing of 20 October described the Soviet mis-

siles in Cuba about which the greatest American concern was felt as

‘strategic’. Even when discussing their possible use against the US

mainland, it did not use the word ‘offensive’ (Chang and Kornbluh,

1998, 48).

However, in the 22 October broadcast to the nation and that day’s

letter to Khrushchev, President Kennedy dwelled at length on their

offensive character, basing his argument very significantly on this. By

then, the process of fixing categories was almost complete. In his

opening paragraph, he spoke of ‘a series of offensive missile sites’, going

on to say, as if in explaining the term,

The purpose of these bases can be none other than to provide a nuclear strike
capability against the western hemisphere. (Zelikow and May, 2001, 91)

Purpose was now inferred from physical characteristics. Identifying US

cities that could be reached by the medium-range missiles launched

from Cuba, Kennedy went on to describe these assets as ‘large, long

range and clearly offensive weapons’ and as clear contradictions of

Soviet assurances that their Cuban buildup ‘would retain its original

defensive character’ and would be ‘designed exclusively for defensive

purposes’.

The word ‘designed’ in the sixth paragraph may be the critical link in

the conception of the offensive–defensive distinction. For, in the context,

it appears that Kennedy and his drafters used it to imply that ‘design’

involves specification of physical characteristics, such as range, destruc-

tive power and location of deployment, that rule out all attributions of

purpose save one, namely the ‘offensive’ purpose. In his eighth paragraph,

he almost spelled out this purpose-filtering function of design and

deployment, and he did so in a fashion that specifically claimed the right

to infer intent and purpose from physical characteristics:

Nuclear weapons are so destructive and ballistic missiles17 are so swift, that any
substantially increased possibility of their use or any sudden change in their
deployment may well be regarded as a definite threat to peace. (Zelikow and
May, 2001, 93)

The first of his seven ‘initial steps’ announced in his broadcast to the

nation was the blockade, which was intended

to halt this offensive build-up, [and impose] a strict quarantine on all offensive
military equipment under shipment to Cuba. (Zelikow and May, 2001, 94)

Naftali and Zelikow (2001, 319) comment, ‘Everyone, including the

Soviets, understood that in this context offensive meant systems able to
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deliver nuclear weapons to the United States.’ It is an important ques-

tion whether it was understood by the Soviets and by Khrushchev in

particular. More exactly, it matters whether, even if they understood

that Americans used it in this way, this usage was accepted.

In the ritual order of the meetings, category fixing was carried out in

the context of and for the purpose of conducting international conflict. It

was also performed under domestic congressional and media pressure to

be seen to be tough on communism. By 22 October, the category of an

offensive weapon had become central to the administration’s strategy for

attaching blame to the Soviets. In Douglas’ (1990) terms, the category of

an offensive weapon is a ‘forensic’ one – that is, one used to define what

counts as incriminating evidence, and to level or avoid political blame.

Given the instability of its meaning, the most effective way for the

president’s advisers to give it fixity was to use ostension, or pointing

to cases that could be used as exemplars (Douglas, 1992a). Bundy’s

examples were surface-to-surface missiles. Placing the argument at the

beginning of Kennedy’s broadcast was the ritual performance of the

category’s significance. It enacted rhetorically the fixing of the category

and it sustained appropriate emotions of outrage and fear among his

listeners. This is precisely the causal path by which Durkheim (1995

[1912]) proposes that performance of a ‘negative rite’ achieves its effect

(cf. 6, 2007). Ritual enactment of blame is, Douglas’ theoretical frame-

work (e.g. 1992b) predicts, a critical indicator of solidarity maintenance.

In his 23 October reply, Khrushchev did not answer the argument

about the criterion of offensiveness, confining himself to this closing

paragraph:

We affirm that the armaments which are in Cuba, regardless of the classification
to which they may belong, are intended solely for defensive purposes to secure
the Republic of Cuba against the attack of an aggressor. (Chang and Kornbluh,
1998 [1992], 166)

In this brief sentence, Khrushchev encapsulated his rejection of Kennedy’s

conception of the distinction as resting on physical characteristics, the

presence of which supposedly warrants unambiguous inference of an

aggressive purpose. He also drew upon the military doctrine of concen-

trating investment in nuclear weapons, upon which he had insisted for

several years within the Soviet military, against his generals’ preferences.

He had argued for it, not only because nuclear weapons were supposed

to be cheaper than conventional ones, but also because he believed

in their deterrent effect. Khrushchev’s horrified reaction on receiving

Castro’s letter of 26 October, apparently pleading for a first-strike

nuclear attack on the US mainland, was entirely consistent with this.
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For Khrushchev, this showed Castro’s failure to understand that the

weapons were there, not to be fired, but solely to deter invasion precisely

because their firing was unthinkable (Taubman, 2003, 573). For

Khrushchev, as a strongly constrained, weakly bonded isolate, dispropor-

tionate capacity is the ideal defence, for it begins to undermine the loss

of prestige arising from the strong constraint; it also ensures the passing

on of constraint to others. By contrast, in more individualistic and

hierarchical contexts, disproportionate response undermines valued

strategic flexibility and credibility.

Probably, Khrushchev was in large part sincere in believing that the

deployment’s purpose was defensive in purpose, precisely because of the

disproportionate nature of its physical capability (cf. Castro’s commen-

tary on the distinction in Blight et al., 2002, 208–209). Ironically, for

Khrushchev, that defensive purpose was inferred (although he felt that

Castro had failed to infer it properly) from precisely the same physical

characteristics that the Kennedy administration used to warrant the

opposite inference.18

At the heart of the missile crisis, then, was an argument about some-

thing anomalous in both of the two superpower government construals

of the same terms of classification. In the ‘so-physically-brutal-that-they-

must-be-aggressive’ reading of the distinction, the missiles were an

anomaly, despite American recognition that they were under Soviet

control and that the Soviets wanted to avoid general war. The CIA

intelligence briefing, presented by the hawk, McCone, on 20 October,

offered the judgement that the Soviets ‘would almost certainly not resort

to general war’ and would only ‘consider retaliatory action’ to US

air strikes ‘outside Cuba’. Within the ‘so-physically-brutal-that-they-

couldn’t-possibly-be-aggressive’ reading of the distinction, the missiles

were anomalous because it was entirely predictable and presumably part

of the reason for deploying them so close to the USA, that the Kennedy

administration would feel at significantly higher risk of attack than when

the same missiles were deployed at bases inside the Soviet Union itself.

(In 1962, there were still few Soviet bases in eastern Siberia opposite

Alaska, from which missiles could reach US western seaboard cities.)

In the 22 October ExComm debates, discussion was about which

weapons counted as offensive, not about criteria, nor indeed about

missiles at all. The question was whether Il-28 bombers with a 740-mile

radius of action should also be counted. Further debate arose when

the president met with the congressional leaders to explain his blockade

proposal (May and Zelikow, 2001, 81–82). McNamara, following the

rule of inference from physical characteristics and location of deploy-

ment, defined the bombers ‘without any doubt whatsoever’ as offensive,
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because they could reach the mainland USA. This became a major

stumbling block to the implementation of the accords reached at the

end of the thirteen days. Arguments dragged on for months, over what

exactly was to be covered by Khrushchev’s acceptance of Kennedy’s

terms for withdrawing the weapons classified as offensive.

As a junior analyst in the State Department, Garthoff (1989) was

asked as late as 29 October to write a memo on what was to be included

in the category of ‘offensive weapons’ which were to be removed under

the previous day’s agreement, based on the president’s broadcast of

the 22nd.

Category formation about offensiveness was well developed but not

complete before the crisis of October. It was still fluid in early September

1962. The broadcast of the 22nd achieved complete fixity. Certainly, it

was set in stone by the time the CIA prepared a retrospective analysis of

the crisis. This was a long report written in 1963 but only submitted in

1964 after Kennedy’s assassination and declassified only in June 2007

(CIA, 1964). The differences between American definitions of ‘offen-

sive’ and ‘defensive’, as referring to capabilities, and Soviet definitions,

always denounced as duplicitous and deceitful, as referring to purposes,

were in most cases throughout the report actually underlined, a particu-

larly palpable piece of ritual reinforcement.

Each definition fit with the institutions in the superpower governments

under which the people worked who adopted them. The American

definition allowed scope for bargaining over what was to be withdrawn.

Allowing inference to intention from physical characteristics was useful

in defining the assets to be ‘traded’ and in focusing anticipation of

consequences and specifying options for US action. Defining something

by a set of physical characteristics readily enables it to be conceived as an

asset amenable to exchange. Defining something as part of a system of

intentions makes that difficult. For intentions are difficult to discern,

especially in conditions of opacity and conflict. Definition by physical

characteristics may seem rather forced. But it served the Kennedy

administration’s pragmatic, limited and ‘trading’ goals.

By contrast, the Soviet definition reflects isolate organisation. The

relationship was unstable between the enormity of the nuclear missiles’

capability for deterrent effect and the modest purported aims that

allowed scope for deception and for opportunistic shifting between

possible goals as conditions for improvisation. The ‘intentions’ definition

of the distinction gave an impression of massive threat, which the Soviets

could hope to use as a kind of portable umbrella under which to protect

their hopes for managing events as they arose. Just as with categories for

the anomalous issue linkage, categories of offensive and defensive
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weapons were developed by each side to replicate their own social and

political organisation. From the Soviet perspective, too, definition by

purposes was a ‘forensic’ strategy. In the particular context of the Cuban

crisis, it became one of self-exculpation rather than directly and imme-

diately of blame. For it enabled Khrushchev to claim that his deploy-

ment decision was a response to a prior threat from the USA to invade

the island, rather than to unprovoked aggression.

In the West, this category fixing did not last. By the later 1960s, most

literature on the distinction in military matters between the offensive and

the defensive related to the ‘balance’ between the two stances in coun-

tries’ military strategies and postures (see reviews in Brown et al., 2004;

Glaser and Kaufmann, 1998; Jervis, 1978; and for later debates, Levy,

1984). Discussion continued on whether one could confidently claim

that any particular balance of posture and strategy, in differing circum-

stances, might exhibit the least vulnerability once hostilities had broken

out. The question was debated whether some balances tended to lead to

arms races and outbreaks of conflict more often than others. No agreed

definition of the balance was found (Levy, 1984, 222–223). By the late

1970s, it was clear that no plausible approach to developing a definition

could even begin with, let alone be confined to, the physical characteris-

tics of weapons systems. The prevailing view was that even if earlier

decades could have used a distinction based on physical characteristics,

it would no longer work in the nuclear age (Levy, 1984, 225 ff.;

Schwartz, 1983, 61). Instead, if the balance could be measured at all

for weapons, then it would be necessary to address posture, strategy and

dispositions, and to distinguish between theatres and roles: one could

not look at each weapons system separately, nor even at a weapons

system and its set of counter-systems (Levy, 1984, 226).

Hindsight and foresight

The ExComm transcripts suffice to tell us that historical analogies

were used in deliberation, not only in public justification after the

decision. Munich was an obvious one to invoke, in the case for rejecting

negotiations. But many more were used. Advisers competed in using

analogies. Robert Kennedy offered the blowing up of the Maine in

Havana harbour in 1898 at one point. Many previous confrontations

with the Soviets were mentioned, including most obviously the series of

Berlin showdowns and Hungary in relation to Suez. Rusk’s briefings,

for example, on the 18th, reviewed Suez, Korea and Pearl Harbor in

passing. Although Kennedy himself mentioned the Bay of Pigs, few

advisers were sufficiently tactless to do so.
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Only the Joint Chiefs raised Laos, in a conversation among themselves

recorded with the president out of the room: it was used, as we should

expect of enclave enraged, as an example of Kennedy’s supposed soft-

ness on communists.

Robert Kennedy famously cited Pearl Harbor as a moral analogy

for action inconsistent with the US traditions and likely to attract oppro-

brium around the world (Tierney, 2007). The attorney-general was

located in some ways in a more clearly hierarchical location in ExComm

than most other departmental heads. His fraternal accountabilities left

both less scope to and less desire to contradict the president in front of

officials than the others, but he was also informally allocated the role

of representing the president in ExComm in John Kennedy’s absence.

Consistently with this hierarchical location, he used older analogies like

that of the Maine. Still more significantly, he used the Pearl Harbor

attack to mark the boundaries of the American moral community, but

with none of the ranting denunciation Castro used for those whom he

regarded as villains or the rancour with which the Joint Chiefs cited the

diplomatic strategy used in Laos in 1960. Nor, conversely, did he offer

heroes of the past for identification, as Castro endlessly did with the

nineteenth-century Cuban Poet and revolutionary, José Martı́.

Kennedy’s and ExComm’s planning horizon consistently looked

beyond the immediate resolution of the crisis. In an early meeting,

McNamara, arguing against an ill-thought-through air strikes proposal,

emphasised that he could not see what kind of world they would be in

afterward. The point of Robert Kennedy’s Pearl Harbor analogy was to

bring out the relevance of relations with other countries and of US

reputation in later years. Medium-term cohesion of NATO and other

alliances, should the USA be seen to sacrifice Turkey’s security for its

own interests, was a major issue of contention in the last days of the crisis

week, after Khrushchev’s second letter. The president’s conversation

with his brother about the risk of impeachment demonstrated that the

next Congress was in their thoughts. Douglas Dillon’s warning to Robert

Kennedy that too weak a response would give the Republicans the

November elections reinforces the point that the administration was

thinking at least some weeks or months ahead.

Misunderstanding the opponent

Just as Khrushchev and his advisers misunderstood their antagonist

largely because they painted their own informal institutional ordering

onto the Americans, so the Kennedy administration did the same thing

with the Kremlin.
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Having become circumspect about the Joint Chiefs’ agenda, Robert

Kennedy, when exploring the Kremlin’s stance with his back-channel

contact, Georgi Bolshakov, in June 1962, was unable to believe that

Khrushchev had complete authority over the Soviet military brass.

Already, we have seen how the formation of the categories of trading and

bargaining misrecognised the character of issue linkage in Khrushchev’s

approach.WhenKhrushchev’s ‘second letter’ arrived,making the linkwith

the missiles in Turkey, some ExComm members immediately concluded

that Khrushchev’s hand was being forced by the hardliners in the Kremlin,

but this was not the case.

Working from their own stance towards risk flowing from that of

the policymakers, the US intelligence community, too, projected that

approach onto the Soviets, unable to conceive of a superpower with

quite different informal institutions cultivating a very different stance

(Renshon, 2009a).

Institutional and ritual production of categories replicating institu-

tional organisation on each side could easily have brought about a worse

outcome than that which transpired. On the other hand, arguably, had

Khrushchev been institutionally located in an individualistic context,

then, if he had launched Operation Anadyr at all, it might have led to a

worse outcome. For he might have imposed tighter issue linkage and

held out for it. Perhaps it was precisely the improvisatory style cultivated

in isolate ordering that may have enabled him to back down.
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